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Our statements

**IT-tools**
(Drechsel, 2013; Rütten, 2003)

**Preparation**
(Gile, 1985; AIIC, 2004; Diaz-Galaz, Padilla & Bajo 2015)

**Glossary Sharing**
(Jiang, 2015; Wagener, 2014; Rütten, 2017)

**Terms Shorting**
(Fons i Felming, 2009; Jiang, 2015; Rütten, 2003)

**Preparation Before, During and After the Conference**
(Hymes, 1986; Kalina, 2005; Mangino Wilhelm, 2016)
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Profiles System
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Glossary Types

**Private Glossaries**
- Unlimited private slots for paying users
- Accessible only by the author
- 3000 lines limitation

**Shared Glossaries**
- Users need private slots
- Accessible by author & selected users
- Author is the administrator
- View / edit permission
- All users can make a private copy

**Public Glossaries**
- Unlimited public slots for all users
- Accessible by the whole community
- 500 lines limitation
- View / edit permission
- Author is the administrator
- All users can make a private copy
Glossary Farm

Comprehensive solution for interpreters
From preparation to the booth
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Import & Export Glossaries
## Term Extractor

![Term Extractor Screenshot](image)

### Farming

- **English**: farmer, field, livestock
- **Spanish**: agricultor, campo, ganado

- **Comment**: This is a key term.

**Last modified**: 5 minutes ago

**Ordered by**: English column alphabetically

**Lines**: 3 lines, 3 columns
Search options
Offline Search with BoothMate
Flashcards & Smartphone
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Jobs Management
Clients Management
Thank you for your attention

Technology can help humans &
Technology needs humans!